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About This Game

Grab your friends, neighbors, extended family and that handsome cashier from the grocery store and get ready for some sweet,
award-winning, couch and online multiplayer. With your trusty bow, shoot, dodge and deflect arrows in this zany isometric

archery game.

2-4 frenemies can duke it out both locally and online, or at the same time! With tons of unique levels, and utterly devastating
power ups to smite your enemies, such as explosive rockets, electric tesla coils and leg-chomping bear traps, the term bows and

arrows has never been used this loosely!
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If you’re looking to mend any friendships ruined in the arena, there’s a fully co-operative survival mode as well. 1-4 archers can
team up to defeat waves of menacing bears that come packaged with with an arsenal of axes, cannons and spear rifles. Compete

for the highscores with a combo multiplier, and the unpredictable power-up spinner!

As if battling your friends or waves of killer bears wasn’t hard enough, you’ll also have to watch your step. Whether it's the edge
of a skyscraper, a mischievous lazer eye, or a rampaging boulder, the environments in which you decimate your fellow archers

can be as treacherous as your foes.

What’s the point of being the best bow-and-arrow-shooter around if you don’t look good while doing it? Every battle in Arrow
Heads rewards players with bird seed. Save up enough and you can unlock new birds to play as, fancier bows and bizarre

projectiles that can be loosely defined as ‘arrows’.

Take an arrow to the face early in the round? Don’t worry, in Arrow Heads you’re able to get your vengeance from beyond the
grave by flopping! Throw your corpse around mindlessly, slap your enemies in the face with your noodly arms to stun them, or
even take arrows for that one guy who you sort of have an alliance with. Does it make sense? That’s debatable. Is it fun? Also

debat-- YES!
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Awesomeee!!

Plz add new maps. A lightweight RPG with a humorous take on being a software developer. The dialog is packed full of witty
sarcasm, and the story is very well-paced. There is virtually no 'grinding XP', just a seamless transition from area to area.

The combat system is decently complex, allowing you to choose from several viable setups.

Overall, Danger Crew is is an enjoyable game, and stands out from other RPG titles. I appreciate the level of polish that went
into this release.. Good game but it's near impossible to get it to run correctly on modern systems. The infamous "Insufficiente
video memory detected. A minimum of 32 MB of free memory required." error is what stops this game from running. I've tried
many solutions even the one's in the community hub however to no avail none of the methods I tried on there worked for me.

However if you are certain the methods on there worked for you, please let me know and if you can be of any assistance..
AccuRC is my favourite heli sim out there, and in my opinion, the most accurate.

I have roughly 50 hours in Phoenix RC and roughly 50 hours in Heli-X. I have also used Next and Aerofly.

I’ve now got 10 hours of playtime on AccuRC, and I think it is by far the most accurate feeling simulator I’ve tried. The weight
of the helicopters feels just right, especially in upright/inverted transitions. It absolutely nails tail thrust modelling. This is most
noticeable in tic-tocs and rainbows, these feel exactly like they do in real life. AccuRC is the only sim I’ve tried that correctly
portrays the true difficulty of keeping these manoeuvres consistent.

Granted, the sim does have some rough edges here and there, but it is under continuous development and frequent new
updates/beta releases keep adding new features/fixes bugs.. No Options To click on and cant change it from german!!! very
poor would like a refund. It's a fun game. Gameplay is similar to farm frenzy. There are a ton of stages and they're all fairly
different. Lots of new things on almost every level. I think it shows that this game was made with love. It's a feel good game, it's
fun.. This game is amazing, single handedly the best indie bit shooter. If you want some satisfing kills and some thrill, check this
game out! Also is you want a gmae that can run on any computer and is still very fun and satisying you've come to the correct
place :)..... And p.s. I myself got this game the first day of release. AMAZING I love it and im sure you will too.. Short, sweet,
and satisfying! I enjoyed this beautifully eclectic game in its beta form and am happy to see how it has evolved.. This game is so
mellow and zen, really relaxing to play before bed at night. The soundtrack is calming and the visuals are simple and charming. I
really enjoy a game that can pull off environmental storytelling, and the little snippets of actual spoken plot were very
interesting and hooked me onto the story this world is telling. The puzzles are simple but not boring, and because most of them
are based around exploring the casette tapes the simplicity never actually gets old. Definitely recommend if you'd like to relax
over a nice game for a couple hours. Pros:
- Fun
- Challenging
- Fast-paced
- Easy to learn and figure out
- Nice music

Cons:
- UNFORGIVING when a mistake is made
- Frustrating at times

So, this game is pretty simple, right? You are climbing up a tower by doing a puzzle on each floor of the tower. It's not a very
long game, nor is it like, dark souls or cuphead hard, but it's a hard game in its own right. There were many times on many
floors that I had to stop playing and cool off for a bit cuz I was just having too hard a time to make it through; however, each
level is indeed beatable. You will find that trying to rush through rapidly will lead to your death far too quickly, but you'll also
find that taking too long will also lead you to your death. Also, not every level will kill you, it will simply "hurt" you, as you have
a set amount of HP that you can see at all times. Once that HP is down to 0, you lose.

There are an infinite amount of lives and continues, so if you do find yourself dying often, don't worry, you can just keep
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retrying.

Now, as for the unforgiving part... There are some levels that you will have to try and try until you get each click, each
movement, each timing absolutely perfect or else you die. You click to a spot too early, boom, dead, click to a spot too late,
boom, dead, you accidentally click the wrong spot, boom, dead.

The game is fun and challenging, and for $1.99, it's definitely worth the buy.

Also, the music is really nice and fitting and changes every 10 levels.
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I hate and love this game. The music is fun and simple, the design is simple, but not too much so. The game can be pretty
dizzing though. But overall worth the buy. I put up a let's play on YouTube: https://youtu.be/p7FOcajJuCI. It's defenitly a good
start for a series... and I hope it is planned as such since the ending is very aprupt and leaves several issues unsolved. Nice to
read though. The choices you can make feel reasonable and are represending an adequate variety of different options.. This is
the best platformer I've played in... So far I say this game is good. With you running around the house while you must keep the
clock wound up it does create tension. The only problem is that I don't know how each toy works and It does get kinda
confusing going from one room to the other even with the map. But besides that I would recommend this game!. the Core of the
game was changed to Souls series but this change give her little advantage on the Combat , btw its nice to see the part three done
after 6 year and thq fall .. :D

the combat little bit hard
the story not the best one but still Good
the Graphics awesome
the ost's better than darksiders 1

. This DLC is extremely glitchy the auto pilot air speed and altitude seem to be either stuck or fixed so you cant really set them
properly this isnt a very fps friendly DLC I dont recomend this DLC until the developers fix the issues on this DLC.
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